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1 OVERVIEW 

The ALMA North American Science Advisory Committee (ANASAC) convened for their 
annual face-to-face meeting on September 16-17, 2013 at NRAO headquarters in 
Charlottesville, VA. The committee received reports and presentations on ALMA science, 
development, operations, and commissioning activities at the North American ALMA Science 
Center (NAASC) in Charlottesville and the Joint ALMA Operations (JAO) in Chile. 

 
The charges to the ANASAC were: 

1. To assist ASAC (ALMA Science Advisory Committee) in presenting a North American 
view with respect to ASAC Charges. 

2. To lead community outreach through leadership of workshops 
3. To provide a mechanism for widening ALMA’s base within the community and 

feedback to the NAASC on the community perception of ALMA 
 

Related to ANASAC Charge 1, the current ASAC charges1 are, in abbreviated form: 
1. Assess the scientific outcomes and impact from Cycle 0. 
2. Assess the status of Cycle 1 observations and progress made towards the Cycle 2 call 

for proposals. 
3. The ASAC should work with the JAO and other interested parties to define what 

constitutes a "duplicate" observation. 
4. ASAC should assess the scientific merit of the development studies, which will serve 

as a basis for further dialogue of the ALMA Development Plan. 
5. Comment on the utility of the archive and also the usefulness of current user 

software, such as CASA. 
6. Comment on a plan from the JAO to test the reproducibility through repeated 

observations of well characterized targets with a range of relevant properties. 
 

In addition to these charges, we provide feedback on other issues that arose during the 
meeting: the proposed ANASAC reorganization, phase II proposal change requests, timing of the 
ALMA Call for Proposals, the NRAO position paper on immediate access to raw data, and the 
ALMA phasing project. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 ASAC charge 2 is not addressed in this report since Cycle 1 observations are just now 
underway. ASAC charge 6 is also not addressed since a plan from the JAO was not available at 
the time of the ANASAC meeting. 
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1.1 Report from the ANASAC 
 

1.1.1 Community Workshops (ANASAC Charge 2) 
Charge: Lead community outreach through leadership of workshops. 

 
A number of workshops have been held the past year that were led by or involved 
NAASC staff, including AAS splinter, plenary and CASA tutorial sessions, a science with 
ALMA Band 11 workshop, and a solar ALMA workshop. Upcoming science workshops 
include a NAASC-sponsored workshop in September 2014, an ALMA mini-symposium at 
the International Symposium on Molecular Spectroscopy, an AAAS 180 minute symposia 
From Dust and Molecules to Planets and Stars, and an AAAS 90 minute Symposium The 
Evolution of Galaxies in the Early Universe. For North American there is general 
community outreach, NRAO eNews email, visits to institutions, the NAASC website, 
science portal, help desk, data reduction support, and general community EPO. 

 
Recommendation: The ANASAC agrees that these activities are important to keep the 
community informed of the opportunities available with ALMA. The NAASC should be 
careful though to maintain realistic expectations on the likelihood of receiving ALMA 
time given the high over-subscription. 

 
The NAASC is grateful to the ANASAC for its longstanding support and participation in NA 
ALMA workshops and tutorials.  In upcoming outreach events, we will work to maintain 
realistic expectations with the community regarding available observing time, 
oversubscription, and other operational matters for ALMA.  Consistent with this, we will 
continue to inform the community and broaden the user base, as possible. 

 
 

1.1.2 Feedback from the North American Community (ANASAC Charge 3) 
Charge: To provide a mechanism for widening ALMA's base within the community and 
feedback to the NAASC on the community perception of ALMA. 

 
The ANASAC polled their colleagues to assess the community’s perception of the ALMA 
project. Approximately 20 people provided feedback. While this sample is not large, it 
nonetheless provides insights from a segment of the community that relies on the 
NAASC for information on ALMA. The comments received touched upon a broad range 
of topics, and we highlight two concerns that were raised most frequently: the lack of 
public information on the status of commissioning and science observations, and the 
performance of CASA. We address CASA’s performance in response to ASAC Charge 5. 

 
Our colleagues expressed frustration at the lack of information on the status of 
commissioning and science observations. Although NRAO eNews and the science portal 
have provided information on the commissioning status, either users are not reading 
this information, or the information provided is insufficient. Indeed, there appears to be 
a tendency by the project to withhold information as to why commissioning is 
proceeding slower than anticipated. This policy has the unintended consequence of 
creating frustration and a negative impression of the project amongst the community. 
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The community is also frustrated by the lack of information on the status of the 
science observations.  While some of  these  concerns will  be  addressed once  the 
project tracker is released and the Cycle 1 observations begin in earnest, the community 
would like guidance on when their observations will be run. Besides improving the 
overall transparency of the project, this information is needed to plan projects for 
students and postdocs, especially given the long time between proposal cycles. 

 
Recommendations: The ANASAC encourages more transparency in informing the 
community on the status of commissioning and science observations. We recommend the 
following: 
1) provide timely information on the status of ALMA commissioning; 
2) indicate which projects are in the observe queue; 
3) make available daily the projects or sources that have been observed; 
4) release the project tracker as soon as possible; 
5) provide co-Investigators with access to the “PI view” of the project tracker; 
6) notify the PIs and co-Is in a timely fashion when their project has been observed. 

 
We agree with the ANASAC’s concern regarding the timely flow of information about 
observatory and PI project status. We have passed this message along to the JAO Director, 
who likewise understands the concern.  He has promised to act on it through more 
frequent observatory status reports on the Science Portal. For the NA community, the NA 
Project scientist includes monthly reports on the status of the ALMA project, including CSV 
and operations, in his monthly submission to the NRAO eNews.  The release of detailed 
information on activities in Chile is coordinated and approved by the JAO and often 
requires consensus by the partnership.  The ANASAC may wish to continue to encourage 
frequent news updates via the ASAC.  
 
Concerning Recommendations 2 & 6: NA has submitted additional software requirements 
to this effect. Recommendation 6 has also been requested in the recent ASAC report, so 
there is some hope it will be implemented. Recommendation 2 (projects available and 
suitable for observing based on configuration and LSTs), is receiving some resistance from 
our partners. The NA ASAC members may wish to see if their EU and EA counterparts desire 
similar transparency, and if so ask them to relay that desire to their respective ARCs.  
  
Concerning Recommendation 3:  we are pleased that the ALMA Science Archive query 
interface allows any investigator to list the project IDs and/or target names that were 
successfully observed (passed the zeroth level of quality control - QA0) for any desired date 
or range of dates, including the most recent Cycle 1 observing sessions. 
 
Finally, concerning Recommendations 4&5: we are pleased that the Project Tracker is now 
available from within the Science Portal to provide both PI’s and Co-I's information on the 
state of their observations.     
 

1.1.3 Results from Cycle 0 (ASAC Charge 1) 
Charge: Assess the scientific outcomes and impact from Cycle 0. This should include some 
preliminary quantitative assessments, such as numbers of papers published and 
quantitative impact metrics, along with a qualitative assessment. Coordinate with the JAO 
and the regional ARCs, who would collect the necessary information. 

 
The ANASAC was presented with statistics on the percentage of Cycle 0 high- priority 
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projects over all regions that were completed (68%) or had some data (96%). From 
discussions with colleagues, presentations at conferences and published papers, the data 
delivered in Cycle 0 are of outstanding quality and ALMA is already having a large impact in 
a broad range of science. 

 
As of September 1, 2013, 41 refereed papers were published based on Cycle 0 data from 
30 high priority projects and one from a filler project. In 16 of the papers, the first author 
is from North America. Results from 27% of the 111 approved high priority projects 
are published. The ANASAC regards the success rate of Cycle 0 projects as fully 
satisfactory for this shared-risk ALMA phase. 

 
An important element in assessing the scientific impact is determining whether or not ALMA 
is delivering on the promise that it will be readily available to non-experts in submillimeter-
wave interferometry. Anecdotal feedback from colleagues to ANASAC members suggests 
there is a perception that ALMA, at least so far, is for ‘traditional’ submillimeter-wave 
astronomers. Quantitative metrics are essential to obtain an accurate representation of 
the ALMA user base. 

 
While statistics were presented at the meeting describing the growth of users in the NRAO 
database, a more accurate measure as to whether ALMA is reaching the broader 
community is provided by the background of the Principal Investigators on ALMA 
proposals, both submitted and those successful in receiving ALMA time. It is disappointing 
that metrics are not available to make this assessment given this issue was raised in the 
2012 ANASAC face-to-face meeting. 

 
Recommendation: The ANASAC recommends that the NAASC place higher priority on 
developing the metrics needed to determine if the ALMA project is reaching the wider 
astronomical community (i.e., non-experts in submillimeter-wave interferometry), with 
emphasis on the background of the Principal Investigators of ALMA proposals and first 
authors on publications. 
 
We agree with the ANASAC’s recommendation that ALMA’s progress in reaching a wider 
audience should be measured.  To address this, the NAASC and NRAO Observatory Science 
Support are exploring a plan to measure the background and experience of ALMA users 
over time.  This metric will be acquired by expanding the data the library currently acquires 
from ADS for ALMA observers.  We will go back to 2000 in the ADS database and gather 
information on the data and techniques used by all ALMA proposers in published refereed 
papers, and the date of their first refereed publication.  This information will include the 
major observatories and techniques that data for each paper were taken with across the 
electromagnetic spectrum in addition to significant theoretical or model techniques. 
Coupled with their author rank (first, major, minor) on each paper, this information will 
provide a view of the expertise level of each scientist.    The information will be stored in an 
anonymous manner.  Our ability to undertake this program will depend on budget 
resources. 

 
1.1.4 Duplication Policy (ASAC Charge 3) 

Charge: With Cycle 0 and Cycle 1 proposal evaluation cycles completed, it is now of high 
importance to have a clear policy in place regarding the definition of duplicate 
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observations for Cycle 2. The ASAC should work with the JAO and other interested parties 
to define what constitutes a “duplicate” observation. 

 
The ANASAC was presented with a draft of the duplication policy 
(https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/ALMA/Sep13Agenda/DuplicationPolicyDraft_20130 
425.pdf). The committee was satisfied with the duplication criteria given in this draft. 

 
There is, however, a problem in how the duplication policy will be applied. According to 
the draft: “Observations done in ALMA Cycle 1 projects will constitute potential duplications 
for Cycle 2 proposals if the above conditions are fulfilled.” The Cycle 2 preannouncement 
also says that: “Submitted proposals will be checked for duplication against successful 
Cycle 1 projects.” 

 
While we feel that the linkage between Cycle 1 and Cycle2 is appropriate -- it is 
consistent with the longstanding policy that ALMA should not repeat observations -- it 
means that Cycle 2 proposals will be checked against “non public” information. Hence a 
proposal will be flagged and rejected (assuming that is the fate of a duplicate) based on 
information that was never available to the author of the proposal. We think this is 
unacceptable and will have a substantial negative impact on the community perception 
of ALMA. ALMA cannot reject proposals through checks against non-public lists. 

 
The ASAC was very clear about this in its report to the Board from the February f2f 
meeting: 

The decisions on what observation metadata is to be publicly available should be 
made based on the definition of duplication: in short, the data necessary for 
duplication identification should be publicly available. 

 
We recommend that users be provided with the tools necessary to flag 
duplications. A user should be able to run an automated tool to identify 
duplications before submitting a proposal (ideally as part of the OT). The tool should 
also provide the reason for the duplication. At a minimum, the tool should identify 
duplication of observations in the archive. Ideally, it would also identify duplications 
of ‘A-rated' proposals that are accepted but have not yet been observed. The 
observatory should run all proposals through the tool before they are reviewed. A 
proposal should not be rejected as a duplicate if the tool does not flag it. 

 
Furthermore, we recommend that a mechanism should be provided to allow 
exceptions. If the tool identifies a possible duplication, the proposer should be asked 
to explain, in the proposal, how the new observations improve upon the old ones. 
The time allocation committee may then overrule the duplication. 

 
Finally, the ASAC is pleased to see that an archive query tool is now available, as it is 
an essential element in maximizing use of ALMA data. The tool should of course 
provide any metadata that are useful in identifying overlapping observations. 

 
As it stands now, (1) the archive query tool does not provide all the metadata necessary 
to determine if duplication exists (for example, it lists the ALMA band and the spectral 
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resolution, but not the actual frequency ranges that were observed); (2) no OT tool will be 
available to flag duplicates; and (3) there is no mechanism by which a proposer can seek an 
exception for a potential duplication, since he or she will not know that a duplication 
exists. 

 
An additional problem is that only a small fraction of Cycle 1 observations will appear 
in the archive before the Cycle 2 deadline. It would be unfair to flag duplicates based on 
information that appeared in the archive AFTER the Cycle 2 deadline, since a proposer 
could not have known of the existence of the prior observations. If it is decided that high 
priority Cycle 1 projects will be rolled forward into Cycle 2, then effectively these are ‘A-
ranked’ proposals that are likely to be observed, and Cycle 2 proposers should know of 
their existence. 

 
Recommendation: The ANASAC finds it unacceptable that proposals could be rejected for 
duplicates without providing principal investigators a means to check for duplicate 
observations before submitting their proposals. The project should provide a means for 
investigators to check for duplicate observations before proposal submission. 

 
Based on this input from ANASAC, the project has agreed to release a list of all Cycle 1 
project metadata which has been designated for transfer to Cycle 2 (in the case that the 
project remains uncompleted at the end of Cycle 1).  All Cycle 1 PIs with high priority 
projects have now been queried about their wishes with respect to rollover and all but one 
have agreed to public release of the corresponding metadata, which is now available on the 
Science Portal (“Duplication” link under Proposing menu item). 
 
It was not possible to develop, test, and validate a software tool available to PIs to perform 
a duplication check for Cycle 2. However, the list of metadata combined with the definition 
of duplications in the Proposers Guide should be sufficient for PIs to make informed 
decisions on whether or not to include specific targets in the Cycle 2 proposals.  
 
The project plans to make duplication-checking software available to PIs by Cycle 3 or 4. It is 
most likely to be available through the ALMA archive first, before being implemented in the 
OT.  However, a likely limitation will be that the duplication check may ONLY be made 
against grade “A” proposals or archived data. ALMA policies prohibit making public the 
metadata of un-executed lower graded proposals (B and C), and there is less probability of 
getting international agreement to change this policy. Further, there will always be projects 
that are observed in the time between the proposal deadline and the panel reviews that 
would also constitute duplication against submitted proposals and which would not be 
included in a duplication check by proposing PIs. It is firm ALMA Board policy that ALMA not 
take the same data twice, so there is little chance that the project will be able to accept the 
ASAC request that “A proposal should not be rejected as a duplicate if the tool does not flag 
it.” 

 
1.1.5 ALMA Development Studies (ASAC Charge 4) 

Charge: The regional project scientists and the JAO will provide ASAC with materials, such 
as summaries, status updates, and other information of the completed and ongoing 
Development studies. ASAC should assess the scientific merit of these studies (e.g. discuss 
the uniqueness for ALMA, the advantages and drawbacks of each capability, etc.), which 
will serve as a basis for further dialogue of the ALMA Development Plan. 
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Mike Shannon summarized the North American development results for the ANASAC. North 
America has completed its second call for ALMA development studies and its first call ever 
for ALMA development projects. The ANASAC was reminded that most of the development 
studies in the first round have a follow up as “projects” in the new cycle. This is precisely the 
intent of the funding that goes with the studies: to help put together a compelling and well-
researched project proposal. The new cycle of studies and proposals is starting the review 
process. The start has been slow, in part due to difficulties in finding referees. 

 
The response to the new call for studies was much smaller than the first one and had essentially 
no oversubscription. The ANASAC sees this as a worrisome sign. It is important to understand 
the reasons behind it. In the view of some of the ANASAC members, the call was not sufficiently 
advertised and, perhaps more importantly, the meetings related to it were not organized with 
enough time. While it may be possible that ALMA has already tapped most of the development 
potential from the outside community, we believe better organization and advertisement are 
warranted before that conclusion is reached. 

 
It was unclear to the ANASAC how the results of the development studies (the reports) 
will be fed back into ALMA developments. Clearly the studies benefit the authors, who should 
be able to write a better “project” proposal. But there seem to be no plans beyond that stage. 
Will the reports be simply archived? Will they be accessible to the outside world? Would that 
happen after a proprietary period, or immediately after they are submitted? These are topics 
ALMA North America needs to resolve. 

 
The ANASAC was not presented with any of the reports, so it is not able to assess their 
scientific merit, or to fold this knowledge into the ASAC discussions. 

 
Recommendation: 
1) NRAO should advertise the next call for studies and projects more broadly and give 

sufficient notice of any associated meetings. 
2) NRAO needs to develop a plan as to how the results from the studies and projects will be used 

to inform the long-term development priorities for ALMA. 
3) NRAO needs to provide a process for the ALMA scientific advisory committees, the ANASAC 

and the ASAC, to provide input on the development priorities. 
 

We have taken note of the ANASAC’s recommendations and will work to implement them.  
Specific comments on the three recommendations follow: 
 
1. The Call was advertised at community meetings five months in advance of the deadline, but 

we agree that additional lead time and publicity may be needed, and will implement this in 
future Calls. 

  
2. The results from studies are used as inputs to the ALMA Development Plan discussed in the 

Principles of ALMA Development document.  However, we realize that the results from the 
prior round of individual studies were not immediately available in a distributable format, 
and from the present Call onward we will make dissemination of the major results of a study 
via the ALMA Memo Series a deliverable of each Study.  

 
3. The priorities which were developed and disseminated with the Calls originated in the 

ANASAC, ASAC and other science advisory committees.  Update of those priorities has been 
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an ANASAC charge and will continue to be so.  Development workshops involve these 
committees; one was held specifically for the ASAC in February.  We will ensure that the 
ANASAC is involved in the development of future development Call material and that 
development priorities are discussed prominently at each face-to-face meeting. 

 
1.1.6 Archive and CASA (ASAC Charge 5) 

Charge: Comment on the utility of the archive and also the usefulness of current user software, 
such as CASA. How easy is it to access and use data from the archive? Are there critical 
functionalities missing from CASA? ASAC should also comment on data management plans for 
large data sets. 

1.1.6.1 Archive 

During the coming year the ALMA archive will be populated with a wealth of data. Because of 
the size of high-spectral resolution ALMA data sets, we expect that only a fraction of the data will 
be exploited by the PI during the 1-year proprietary time. This will make the archive an 
incredible source for data mining, if it is formatted and populated optimally. The ALMA archive 
also has the potential to be a gateway for beginners into ALMA science, and should be 
advertised to the larger astronomy community. 

 
Currently the archive presents somewhat oddly packaged tar balls with raw, calibrated and 
imaged data bundled together. These files should be accompanied by README files to enable 
the user to download the desired data (e.g., only images or calibrated measurement sets) rather 
than the full data set. On a longer time scale it is important that all metadata is easily 
searchable and intuitively listed to enable, for example, identifications of suitable targets of 
molecular line searches. For novice users it is also important that the archive presents image 
cubes of the complete data sets, not only the lines targeted by the PI. 

 
Recommendations: 
1. The ANASAC endorses the presented plans to make the archive more user friendly and the data 

product selection and download more flexible. 
2. The archive developers are encouraged to engage the community, including interested 

ANASAC members, to solicit ideas on how to improve the archive presentation and 
search protocols, as well as to float existing plans for short term and long-term improvements. 

3. To increase usage and interest in archival research, the ANASAC recommends that the PI 
visitor program be expanded to include investigators that want to analyze archival data. 

 
We thank the ANASAC for their comments in Recommendation #1 above, and agree with 
Recommendations #2 and #3, and intend to adopt them.    We would like to take advantage of 
the ANASAC’s offer to provide input on the presentation and search protocols of the Archive.  We 
plan to announce soon that the visitor program will be expanded to include analysis of archival 
data.  We will assess this program annually to ensure that available funds are used to best 
advantage and that priorities are met. 

 

1.1.6.2 CASA 

 
CASA development continues and many key functions have been added or improved upon during 
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the past year, greatly enhancing the utility and power of CASA. Despite these improvements, 
feedback from colleagues indicates there is still a perception that CASA is slow, not always 
intuitive to use, and lacks many important tasks compared to other popular reduction programs, 
especially MIRIAD and AIPS. 

 
CASA developers are in the midst of comparing the performance of CASA, MIRIAD, and AIPS, 
including CLEANing time with identical set-ups and CLEANing time following standard 
implementation in the different software. 

 
Preliminary results suggest CASA has comparable speed to these other packages. These tests 
are still underway, and will be expanded to include image fidelity in addition to computation 
speed. Such a performance comparison should be effective to distinguish between CASA 
“perception issues” and areas where there is a real need to focus CASA development. This will 
also provide important arguments for the ANASAC to encourage the user community to adopt 
CASA as the go-to reduction package. 

 
Recommendations: 
1. The ANASAC strongly supports plans to carry out a detailed performance comparison of 

CASA with other software packages. 
2. The ANASAC endorses the formation of a CASA users committee to solicit input from expert 

users on how to maximize the utility of CASA, and to identify the missing functionalities 
that are most urgent to the user community to carry out their science projects. This 
committee could potentially be organized as a sub-committee of the NRAO users 
committee, where CASA development is already a discussion item. 

 
We agree with these comments and recommendations.  As noted during the meeting, we are 
actively working to benchmark CASA performance with other software packages.  We also 
appreciate the support of the ANASAC as we work to form a CASA users committee. 

 
1.1.7 Proposed Re-organization of the ANASAC 

NRAO proposed a re-organization of the ANASAC as ALMA begins to focus on routine 
operations instead of construction. In the proposed re-organization, the ANASAC would be a 
sub-committee of the NRAO Users Committee. The sub-committee would consist of the 5 
ASAC members from North America p l u s  one additional member, and members of the Users 
Committee who have interest in ALMA. The sub-committee would include at least one 
member each from Taiwan and Canada. Teleconferences between the sub-committee and 
NRAO would occur once every two months, and a face-to-face meeting once a year that 
coincides with the NRAO Users Committee yearly meeting. 

 
Recommendation: The ANASAC supports the proposed reorganization, as it recognizes that 
there are issues in common between the ANASAC and the Users Committee. The ANASAC 
recommends that the sub-committee retain the ability to report directly to the NRAO 
Director, since many issues addressed by the sub-committee will pertain uniquely to ALMA. 
 
We thank the ANASAC for their agreement with the proposed reorganization of the committee.  
A proposed “Terms of Reference” document is available for the new organization, and in this the 
ANASAC subcommittee of the Users Committee does indeed continue to report to the NRAO 
Director. 
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1.1.8 Change Requests in Phase II 
The ANASAC believes it is imperative to maximize the scientific return of the ALMA 
observations given the large over-subscription rate for ALMA observing time and the heavy 
usage of the archive that is anticipated. Changes to the proposed observations in the Phase 
II stage may be necessary and consistent with this principle, either due to new information that 
becomes available in the 0.5-2 year time period between proposal submission and the actual 
observations, a better understanding of the powerful but complex correlator capabilities, or 
entry mistakes in the original proposal that do not otherwise modify the intent of the proposal. 
The impression of users in the North American community is that proposed requests in the 
Phase II are typically denied, even when trying to optimize placement of a correlator band 
to observe additional spectral lines that are ancillary to the main proposal goals. We 
acknowledge that this is anecdotal information, and the ANASAC has not received a report that 
summarizes the change requests and their outcomes. Clearly change requests must be treated 
with care, since they should not be used to circumvent the referee process by changing the 
primary goal of the proposal. 

 
Recommendation: The ANASAC believes it is imperative to maximize the scientific return of 
ALMA. We encourage the project to approve Phase II change requests that are consistent with 
this principle yet do not alter the main goals of the proposal. 
 
We have put the above ANASAC request to the project, which strongly supports simplifying the 
change request process (and are even open to allowing more of these changes to be decided by 
the ARCs). However, there is strong international opposition to allowing PIs to change the 
scientific content of their proposals after the panel review by changing targets or by moving or 
adding spectral windows. The difficulty lies with defining criteria that make it clear when such 
changes alter the science. In the absence of clear criteria, our international colleagues prefer to 
keep the current restrictions.  
 
We have asked that the project assign a charge to the ASAC to revise the current criteria for 
major and minor change requests. The NA ASAC members should see if there is broad 
international support for the ANASAC view expressed above. 

 
1.1.9 Timing of ALMA Call for Proposals 

The primary source of funding for ALMA-related research in the United States is through the 
National Science Foundation (NSF). Since there is no program specifically earmarked to 
support science with ALMA, such proposals are generally addressed to the NSF Astronomy and 
Astrophysics Research Grants (AAG) program, which funds research in all areas of astronomy. 
Proposals to the AAG program are due annually on November 15 and funding typically 
begins 8-9 months later. For proposals submitted in November 2012, the success rate was 
expected to be just 10%, which is as oversubscribed as any telescope in the world. 

 
To fully exploit the US investment in ALMA, its scientists must be able to support students and 
postdocs to work with ALMA data. In the highly competitive NSF AAG program, ALMA-focused 
proposals are at a significant disadvantage if they cannot credibly demonstrate that they will 
have access to scarce ALMA observing time. This would best be accomplished by announcing the 
results of ALMA proposal reviews no later than October, so that this information can be used to 
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define and support AAG proposals. However, the current plan for October proposal deadlines 
from Cycle 4 onward is ill-suited to the long-fixed NSF proposal schedule and will 
permanently disadvantage funding for ALMA research in the US. Considering the logistical 
difficulties of convening reviews and in deference to other major international telescope 
deadlines, the ANASAC urges that the long-term ALMA schedule operate with an approximately 
May proposal deadline. On such a schedule, the review panel could meet before August, when 
vacation travel traditionally peaks in many countries, and results announced by the fall. This 
would enable US scientists to vigorously compete for funding to utilize ALMA data and 
would best serve the overall success of ALMA. 

 
Recommendation: The ANASAC strongly recommends that future ALMA proposal cycles (after 
Cycle 3) announce results no later than October, in advance of the November 15 NSF AAG 
proposal deadline. 

 
We have communicated this recommendation to the ASAC and to the JAO.  NA ASAC members 
may also wish to raise it with the ASAC. 

 
1.1.10 North American Position Paper on PI “Immediate Access” to Raw Data 

The ANASAC was presented with a North American position paper, written by the North 
American ARC manager on behalf of NRAO and the NRAO Users Committee, on Principal 
Investigator access to “raw” data. Currently PIs gain access to data only after all data have been 
calibrated, imaged, and quality accessed. This can lead to long delay times between data are 
collected and delivered to the PI. Allowing access to the raw data soon after it is taken can 
enable the PI to identify problems with the data sooner, start the scientific analysis sooner, 
and allow preliminary results to strengthen subsequent observing and funding proposals. The 
position paper advocates that PI’s be granted access to the raw data as soon as it is archived. 

 
In a related matter, the current policy is that the ALMA pipeline will be run only when the 
observations for a science goal are completed. Making the pipeline-calibrated data available 
after each observation offers the same benefits as early access to the raw data. 

 
Recommendations: 
1) The ANASAC endorses the NA Position Paper on PI immediate access to raw data. 
2) Once the pipeline is fully automated, we encourage that the pipeline be run on individual 

schedule blocks, and calibrated data be released to the PIs as soon as possible instead of 
waiting for the science goal to be completed. 

 
This endorsement has been communicated to the ALMA Project. The ARCs prepared positions 
papers (pro and con points) which were forwarded to the Director’s Council for discussion.  A 
brief discussion was also held at the November 2013 ALMA Board meeting.  No decision was 
taken, but the following item was entered into the minutes in reference to this discussion: 
 

(The Board) Noted that the Directors Council raised the possibility of changes and/or 
clarifications to the data policy with respect to proprietary time and PI access to data.  If any 
board member wants to pursue this, a motion should be brought to the board chair.  

 
In the meanwhile, we all (ARCs, JAO staff) agree that we should work together to try to mitigate 
against long periods between observations being observed and the data being processed and 
made available to PIs. There may be ways to break multi-execution SBs into multiple ObsUnitSets 
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to make them available to PIs, although at a cost (the lower-level “member” OUSs are not 
processed together until all member OUSs are completed). 

 
1.1.11 ALMA Phasing Project 

The ALMA Phasing Project (APP) is an approved ALMA Development Project that will deliver a 
system to ALMA capable of phasing together all dishes in the array. This will create a large 
effective aperture, allowing a wide range of new science projects to be realized using ALMA. 
One of the primary science goals of the APP is allow ALMA to participate as a sensitive element 
in VLBI arrays, and as a sensitive large aperture for pulsar/transient studies. A broad science case 
for the APP has been compiled by an international group and is available at 
http://arxiv.org/abs/1309.3519. 

 
The APP is scheduled to be completed in December 2014, during Cycle 2. This is an 
astrophysically fortuitous time, as the interaction between Sgr A* (a primary target of short-
wavelength VLBI experiments) and the G2 cloud can be expected to increase after pericenter 
passage during 2014. The utility of the APP for VLBI is also maximized in 2015: the number of 
global submillimeter facilities can be expected to decline with time due to pressure from ALMA 
capabilities and limited funding, and the continued operation of the VLBA (which reaches ALMA 
Band 3) also becomes increasingly uncertain past 2015. 

 
We therefore recommend that ALMA seriously consider how the APP could be made available to 
the global community as soon as it is commissioned. The first opportunity to incorporate the 
APP into a normal proposal call will be Cycle 3, but this represents a delay of nearly a year. This 
delay will disadvantage all VLBI uses of ALMA, and in particular the once-in-a-lifetime 
opportunity afforded by the Sgr A*/G2 interaction. 

 
The ANASAC also notes that successful ALMA VLBI proposals would provide useful 
experience and input to ongoing international efforts to organize future global VLBI networks 
that will include ALMA. In addition to the APP program, ANASAC is aware of at least one proposal 
to the ESO ALMA Development Program to explore operations models for global arrays, and 
ANASAC encourages coordination among the international community on this work. 

 
Recommendation: The ANASAC encourages the ALMA project to develop a mechanism to 
allow proposals for the ALMA phasing capabilities to be submitted and peer-reviewed in a timely 
fashion once the APP is completed. 
 
This desire has been communicated to the ALMA Project, and we are encouraging the ALMA 
Director to develop a process for timely proposals for this new capability.   
 
At the recent (November 2013) ALMA Board meeting, the Board held wide-ranging discussions 
on commissioning and observing priorities and schedule.  The Board agreed with the ASAC’s 
recommendation that getting data out to the community was urgent, and asked the ASAC to 
continue to comment on the balance between commissioning and science observations. APP 
commissioning and observing were also discussed vis-à-vis other ALMA priorities.  As an outcome 
of these and other discussions, ASAC was given an interim charge to provide a prioritization of 
capabilities, based on a JAO-provided list and schedule of planned CSV and Development 
activities, including the ALMA Phasing Project and the Band 5 projects, in time for the Board to 
review by the December 19th telecon. 

http://arxiv.org/abs/1309.3519
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